Summary

Alternative Energy Source: Solar power

We simplify client solar energy power decisions as SunEnergy makes the capital investment in solar plant and equipment, supplying solar energy as a utility just like the electricity from any power company. At SunEnergy, we pioneered

My name is John Price and I am the Executive Chairman of SunEnergy, which manufactures and markets solar energy sources. SunEnergy has a strong technology base and we have been designing and manufacturing solar inverters since 1987. We simplify client solar energy power decisions as SunEnergy makes the capital investment in solar plant and equipment, supplying solar energy as a utility just like the electricity from any power company. SunEnergy Environmentally Hardened Solar Inverters are designed for the extreme temperatures of Australian deserts, the heat and humidity of Asia and the freezing conditions of North American winters – we build rugged inverters for the harshest environments on earth. At SunEnergy, we pioneered the design and development of large solar inverters to power entire remote communities and remote installations. SunEnergy has successfully developed solar systems in over twenty-five countries for power utilities, government, military, corporate and industrial users. We have successfully designed and built inverters for over twenty years. The world’s most demanding clients, including power utilities and every branch of the U.S. Military use SunEnergy solar inverters.